
The perfect balance between 
the best comfort and 

maximum energy savings

Air to water heat pump 
by Gabarrón
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The renewable energy that provides up to 75% free energy

WHY THERMIRA AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP? 

Air source heat pumps are an air to water heat pumping system, very similar to air to air 
systems, which uses energy in the air to provide us with central heating, cooling and domestic 
hot water.
Thermal energy is present in the air around us. We can even extract thermal energy from the outside air in nature at sub-zero temperatures. 
It is a source of renewable energy and within everyone’s reach at no cost. 

Thermira air sources heat pumps only uses the electricity necessary to make the compressor, the electronics and the water pump work, 
providing up to 4 kWh of heat for each kWh of energy used.

The system is more and more in demand by customers who are looking for an optimum level of comfort and maximum energy savings, 
all by using renewable energies. It is the ideal system for reducing energy consumption and CO2 emission, using a single source of energy 
for all the different needs at home (central heating, air conditioning and DHW).

It is perfectly adaptable to the majority of different kinds of homes, as it works with underfloor heating, fan coils and conventional radiators.

ENERGY SAVINGS
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Both models improve seasonal efficiency, reach a higher water pumping 
temperature and provide great savings in electricity consumption. 

The great advantage of air to water heat pump Monobloc is that, it is 
designed as a compact piece of equipment – “all in one” – installed 
directly on the outside of the building, saving space inside and with no 
need for cooling installations in the house. 

The performance of Thermira air to water heat pump is excellent, even 
with outside temperatures as low as -20ºC. It has become the perfect 
alternative to other more traditional but less efficient heating systems. 

The new Thermira air to water heat pump models meet the most 
recent Ecodesign and CE marking standards, their seasonal efficiency 
is excellent and their energy classification is A++. 

The Thermira line is back 
with new developments

Gabarrón presents its new  air to 
water heat pumps solutions, with 
improved performance and more 
extensive adaptation to different 
facilities. 
In line with Thermira as an efficient, 
sustainable and renewable 
energy, Gabarrón has introduced 
two new air to water heat pump 
models: Thermira Monobloc and 
Thermira Plus. 
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Heating
in winter

Domestic hot 
water (DHW) 
all year round

Cooling 
in summer
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“Thermira, the most sustainable low-consumption 
comfort, within everyone’s reach”.

Air to water heat pump technology reduces consumption and CO2 emission

Inverter Technology
The secret in inverter system saving lies in the compressor, which can work at different speeds while maintaining the room temperature 
constant and with no changes. Hence it can adapt the power of the heat pump to the energy demand of each facility, and the 
compressor does not have to start up every time it is necessary. 

The development of compressors in recent years has enabled them not only to work at different speeds, by getting rid of the “on-off” 
device each time the temperature changes, but also to make them more efficient by helping to improve the performance of the heat 
pump.

DC Inverter Compressor
The high-efficiency DC Inverter Compressors are specially 
designed for the use of R410A ecological refrigerant while 
their structure allows for very high performance and minimum 
energy loss. 

By using ongoing power regulation technology, the DC 
Inverter Compressor achieves an ongoing regulated output 
between 20 and 120 Hz. 

By modulating the power depending on the house’s heating 
needs, not only do we improve the durability of the system 
but we also reduce unnecessary consumption, in addition to 
improving comfort throughout the house. 

DC Fan Motor and ventilator
The aerodynamic design and great air flow of the efficient axial ventilator provides a powerful cooling capacity and guarantees the 
stability and reliability of the system. 

The continuous adjustment of the DC ventilator motor ensures a greater volume of air flow and less energy consumption. It adjusts 
to the necessary power by measuring the condensation pressure (in cooling) or the evaporation pressure (in heating), accurately 
modulating the speed and increasing the efficiency of the system.

AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP OPERATION, 
HOW THERMIRA WORKS

The Gabarrón Thermira air to water heat 
pump extracts heat from the outside air 
and by using a small amount of energy 
can provide us with up to 75% free 
energy. 

To heat water in the facility, the system 
captures thermal energy from the outside 
air and takes it through a circuit full of 
R410A ecological refrigerant.

A heat exchanger transmits the energy 
generated to the water in the heating 
system or DHW (underfloor heating, 
low temperature radiators, fan coils and 
conventional radiators used in traditional 
central heating systems). 

R410A, used in the thermal cycle, is 
an ecological refrigerant that does not 
harm the ozone layer and boasts optimal 
performance. 

Furthermore, Thermira works with Inverter 
technology, a system that enables energy 
savings of up to 30% in comparison to 
other equipment that does not have this 
technology.
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The COP is the coefficient of air to water heat pump performance.
This data gives us the amount of useful heat provided by the air to water pump for each kWh of electricity consumed. 

The coefficient will vary depending on outside temperatures, the temperature instructions chosen by the user and the water pumping 
temperature that each heating system requires to transmit heat within the home (underfloor heating , fan coils or radiators).

For each kWh that we consume, we obtain a different heat power for each traditional system such as gas, electrical and diesel boilers 
– each one has its own performance although they are very similar. 

Thermira air to water heat pump gives you a much better performance than these other systems, regardless of the kind of installation 
(underfloor heating , fan coils or radiators).

When we speak of cold performance, we mean the EER as the energy efficiency rating of the equipment in cooling mode.

“Pay for 1 kWh 
electric power and get 
4 kWh of heating”

What is the COP?

ENERGY SAVINGS

75%
FREE

ENERGY
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CONVENTIONAL CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS
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Discover all the advantages of Thermira air to water heat pumps in 
comparison to traditional boilers

ADVANTAGES OF AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMPS

The air to water heat pump is one of the best alternatives for substituting traditional boilers, whether gas, diesel 
or electrical.
Air to water heat pump is the perfect solution as it provides central heating at home, making the most of the existing installation and with 
much greater efficiency than any of the above-mentioned systems. 

Thermira guarantees comfort and ongoing savings from the moment it is installed, placing numerous advantages and benefits within 
your reach.

Real and significant savings in energy 
consumption, up to 75% free energy. 

Central heating, cooling and domestic hot 
water (DHW).  
All in the same system.

Wide range of operating temperatures. 
Thermira air to water heat pump is prepared 
to provide you with heating even at extreme 
temperatures of -20ºC, and cooling when the 
outside temperature reaches 48 ºC.

Inverter Technology, which adapts perfectly to 
the power required, ensuring maximum comfort, 
savings on consumption and lengthening the life 
of the product.

Ideal for renovation projects and new houses.

Thermira can be complemented by other 
traditional systems that are already installed in 
the home.

It is compatible with renewable energies 
such as solar energy. 

Installation is simple and the device is 
intuitive in use. No technician is required for the 
Thermira Monobloc range.

Environmentally friendly. It does not need a 
chimney, a fume vent, or ventilation grids. 

The system is classified as Renewable Energy. 

Minimum CO2 emission when working.

Uses R410A refrigerant which does not 
damage the ozone layer.

Can be connected to a thermostat so you can 
control and manage heating and cooling in your 
home.

Pays off investment in a short time.
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Intuitive and user friendly control panel

THERMIRA CONTROL PANEL

From the control panel you will be able to regulate and manage the exact temperature you want at home for 
maximum efficiency and comfort, supervising both the temperature you desire for heating in the winter and for 
cooling in the summer, together with the DHW tank temperature.
Thermira has various different modes of operation and functions that you can select and programme for better performance, adjusting 
it to your needs at each moment.   

üü  Silent mode.
üü Holiday mode.
üü DHW Anti-legionella function.
üü Temperature programmer.
üü Weekly programmer.

How to manage Thermira heat pump
The central heating water temperature at the output of Thermira heat pump system is determined by the temperature detected by the 
external probe. 

You can also use the inside temperature probe supplied to programme a comfortable room temperature, such as for example in the 
living room. 

If the house already has a programmable thermostat, Thermira heat pump system can also use it as a temperature control unit. The 
control panel can be removed from the inside unit and installed in a room that is used much more, while the inside unit can then be 
installed somewhere with more room, such as in the garage, a clothes line or a covered terrace.  

Easy to read water pressure
The manometer next to the control panel shows us at all times the water pressure in the installation, which should be kept between 1 
and 1.5 bar.
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REAL-LIFE CASE 

Thermira air to water heat pump installed in Las Tablas, Madrid.

REAL CONSUMPTION OF THERMIRA AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP

Thermira is an air to water heat pump system that is basically characterized by the energy 
savings it provides for users, maintaining the required levels of comfort and temperature. 
Below is the data obtained for an installation and the owner’s annual consumption in heating 
over the year 2016. 
1.HOUSING INFORMATION
- A top-floor apartment located in the neighbourhood of Las 
Tablas, Madrid.
- The apartment covers a floor area of 85 m² and is 2.5 m high.
- Average insulation.

2.INSTALLATION INFORMATION 
 - Conventional hydraulic radiator system.
 - 10 kW single-phase Thermira installation.
 - Model: THG-10BME and THG10BMI (outside and inside units).
 - Installation only for central heating.
 - DHW provides with storage water heater.

3. ELECTRICITY TARIFF
The owner has the PVPC 2.0 DHA electricity tariff. This is 
the regulated Small Consumer Voluntary Price with Time 
Restriction for installations of under 10 kW.

 - The power contracted is 6.9 kW.

4. MEASURING ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
 - In order to measure consumption an EFERGY E-2 CLASSIC 

counter was used.
 - The owner programmed a maximum consumption of 50 kWh 

per day on the counter, which sets off a warning system if the 
daily consumption is exceeded. It is shown in green in the 
lower left corner in the graph on the next page.

5. FUNCTIONING AND USE OF THERMIRA HEAT PUMP

 - Thermira was programmed to heat the water system to an outlet 
water temperature of 55°C.

 - The owners set up a temperature of 21°C both at day and at 
night.

 - On various occasions they put the temperature up to 23°C, 
especially in the evening until they go to bed, when they put it 
back to 21°C.
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Your name

Historical

Management

Energy report

Summary

M T W T F S
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31

S

Dec 2016

Days

V2.3

Months Years

28.00  kWh

22.40  kWh

16.80 kWh

11.20  kWh

5.60  kWh

0.00 kWh

Electricity Cost CO2

Dec, 2016November, 2016 January, 2017

T TF FS S M T W S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S T F SS M T W

614.74   kWh 189.34€ k g50 .93

Monthly total
Electricity Cost CO2Your target

Under your target

TEMPERATURES RECORDED IN DECEMBER 2016
 - Lowest temperature recorded -5.2°C.
 - Highest temperature recorded 14,5°C.
 - Average monthly temperature 7.1°C. 

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION DATA  
THERMIRA AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP CONSUMPTION SUMMARY 2016

Data sources 
Outside temperature data was taken from meteorological station 82210 (LEMD) and uploaded into http://tutiempo.net/clima/Madrid_Barajas/o2-
2014/28810.htm
Data about the average price per kW/h applied in peak and off-peak hours was taken from the average monthly data published by the Red Eléctrica de 
España. The prices applied in both periods have time restrictions. The average annual price was € 0.126 / kWh at Peak for 10 hours and € 0.052 / kWh at 
Off-Peak for 14 hours.

Comments
This result is an average estimate taking into account the real reading of kWh consumed by the air to water heat pump. 
The particular way that this client uses his central heating should also be taken into account. 
The days when consumption falls drastically are days when the user was not at home and left the heat pump system working at a temperature of 20ºC.

*Annual cost for 2016 based on kWh consumed in heating by Thermira 
heat pump system. Other concepts on the invoice such as the power 
contracted and tax have not been included.  

Consumption data recorded in December 2016

Summary of consumption in 2016 

M T W T F S
21 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

S

June 2016

V2.3

627.82  kWh

502,26  kWh

376,70  kWh

251,13  kWh

125,56  kWh

0.00 kWh

CO2

20162015 2017

Jan Feb Mar Oct Nov DecApr

€ k g

CO2

990.033,214.37  kWh 266.27
Your target

Under your target

Your name

Historical

Management

Energy report

Summary

Days Months Years

Electricity Cost

Monthly total
Electricity Cost

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION THERMIRA 2016 TOTAL
JANUARY 2016 572.57 kWh

FEBRUARY 2016 600.73 kWh

MARCH 2016 627.82 kWh

APRIL 2016 143.07 kWh

OCTOBER 2016 150.29 kWh

NOVEMBER 2016 505.15 kWh

DECEMBER 2016 614.74 kWh

Total Heating 2016 3,214.37 kWh

Annual consumption PEAK period 168.77 €

Annual consumption OFF-PEAK period 97.50 €

TOTAL Thermira heating consumption 2016 266.27 €*

Average daily cost over seven months 1.27 €/día 
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European Directive 2009/28/CE, dated 23 April 2009, defines the 
air to water heat pump as a renewable energy.

AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP - RENEWABLE ENERGY

ErP ENERGY LABEL 

In 2007 the European Union determined certain targets to gradually reduce the emission of greenhouse gases, to look for alternatives to 
use instead of current energy sources and to achieve greater efficiency and improved performance in the use of new products. 

Our responsibility to the environment, the efficient use of scarce energy sources and the growing price of energy attract the public’s 
attention more and more towards efficient energy systems and the use of renewable energies in the heat generation market. 

The “20:20:20” target fixed by the EU should be reached by 2020:

üü Reduction of 20% in carbon dioxide emission in comparison to 1990.

üü Increase of 20% in the use of renewable energies.

üü Increase energy efficiency by 20%.

Part of this European strategy foresees that heating systems in buildings will also use renewable energy sources in addition to traditional 
fossil fuels. This will help achieve the target of increasing energy efficiency in homes and offices, requiring less energy to reach the same 
level of comfort. This is what efficient and modern heating systems like air to water heat pumps do. 

Sources: European Parliament Directive 2009/28/CE and EU COM Targets (2008).

The Ecodesign ruling (ErP) establishes minimum requirements for energy efficiency, NOx 
emission and noise levels for heating systems made in Europe. The idea is to reduce the 
emission of adverse and greenhouse gases in order to limit the environmental impact of 
the whole life cycle of a product, with special emphasis on the design and manufacturing 
stage in order to improve energy efficiency. 

The energy label provides information about the energy efficiency of each product. There 
are two different classifications for heating and hot water. On products that provide both 
services the labels should indicate both classifications. 

The classification system distinguishes between heat pumps for central heating in energy 
efficiency categories from A++ to D for heat pumps, and from A to G for DHW tanks. In 
August 2019 a more rigorous scale will be introduced, from A+++ to D for heat pumps 
and from A+ to G for DHW tanks.

The purpose of energy label regulations is 
to provide users with simple information 
about the efficiency of the heating 
products they wish to acquire. 

ErP
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The “all in one” renewable energy by Thermira

THERMIRA MONOBLOC AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP

Thermira Monobloc is a compact system that provides the same solutions for heating, cooling 
and DHW production at home. 
The integral design of Thermira Monobloc makes it the easiest and fastest air to water heat pump system range to install. The outdoor 
unit and the hydrokit are unified in one sole piece of equipment. No refrigeration engineer is required for installation as all that needs to 
be done is to connect it to the cold water input pipe and the hot water output pipe, and to plug it in. Installation does not require any 
special adaptation as the equipment does not need a chimney, or a connection to a gas supply or diesel tank. 

Basic operation is the same as for other air to water heat pump units: extracting heat from the temperature of the atmosphere, providing 
up to 4 times more energy than it consumes, thereby making it one of the most efficient models – its energy classification is A++. 

In addition to installation with conventional systems, such as underfloor heating or fancoils, another of the major advantages is the 
improved performance when used with a water system and traditional radiators, as it can reach an outlet water temperature of up to 
61ºC, more than the standard figure, providing comfort at home much quicker.

üü Compact “all in one” system, ideal for all kinds of homes.

üü Greater energy savings, providing over 75% free energy.  

üü Greater energy efficiency at a lower operating cost and lower CO2 emission than traditional systems. 

üü Easy and quick installation. 

üü Installed outside, thereby saving space inside. 

üü No refrigeration engineer required for installation. 

üü Quick start-up.

üü Water propulsion temperature of up to  61ºC, ideal for reaching comfort faster with conventional radiators.

16
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High-performance air to water heat pump

THERMIRA PLUS AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMP

Thermira Plus provides the same solutions for heating, cooling and DHW production at home, 
and is specially designed to improve performance when working at a higher water propulsion 
temperature.
Together with Thermira Monobloc, Thermira Plus is one of the most efficient models with maximum performance when working at 
temperatures of up to 61ºC with a water system and traditional radiators. Installation and start-up are fast and do not require fume vents, 
chimneys or a connection to a gas supply or diesel tank. 

Just like other air to water heat pump systems, Thermira Plus can be connected to a solar kit to increase efficiency and make the most 
of other renewable sources. 

It can also be connected to a thermostat to obtain better control and 
perfect management of your heating and cooling at home.

üü Greater energy savings, providing over 75% free energy.  

üü Greater energy efficiency at a lower operating cost and lower  CO2 
emission than traditional systems. 

üü Easy and quick installation. 

üü Quick start-up. 

üü Water propulsion temperature of up to  61ºC, ideal for reaching 
comfort faster with conventional radiators.
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Thermira DHW Tank - an efficient solution for domestic hot water 

WATER TANK, THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT FOR YOUR HEAT PUMP

Thermira air to water pump not only provides us with heating and cooling, but also domestic hot 
water (DHW). Installing a Thermira DHW tank connected to the heat pump system will provide 
you with hot water at home, by means of Thermira heat pump’s own efficiency and operation.
The water tank is made of stainless steel and boasts excellent anti-rust protection. The heat exchanger in its stainless steel interior, together 
with the magnesium anode, make it very long-lasting. 

The water tank is connected to the inside unit to heat water by means of a closed circuit at the optimum temperature of 50ºC, although it 
can also work at a higher range – up to 80ºC. It is also possible to use the anti-legionnaire function on a regular basis.

Dual detection control technology
A flexible control system, with dual temperature gauges to improve the proportion of hot water use.

The unit’s on and off system is controlled by temperature gauges located at the top and bottom of the tank. These two gauges detect 
water temperature and the unit’s state of operation in real time. By precise control and adjusting the temperature of the water, Thermira 
DHW tank guarantees hot water at over 80% of its capacity and ensures that hot water is available at all times. 
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Magnesium anode and high-efficiency thermal 
insulation  
The Thermira DHW tank is made of SUS304L stainless steel and 
includes a magnesium anode, thereby making the tank highly resistant 
to rust and increasing the equipment’s useful life. 

The tank also has a high-efficiency foam layer. It is 50mm thick in order 
to obtain maximum thermal insulation – 20mm thicker than the usual 
layers – and improves heat maintenance inside the water tank.

Cold water injection input pipe for 
distribution

Water input 
for distribution 

Direct water 
input

Cold water input takes place at the bottom of the tank. Thermira DHW 
tank boasts exclusive water input and distribution technology, taking 
less time to produce hot water and improving system use.

This technology consists of a water input pipe, specially designed with 
numerous perforations that minimize the thermal shock produced 
inside the tank when cold water comes in. 

This interior injection and distribution of water improves both the 
performance time for obtaining DHW, always guaranteeing an 
optimum amount of hot water, and also extends the useful life of the 
accumulator tank.

Water injection and distribution technology

Anti-legionella function 
The high-temperature “Disinfection” function heats water up to 70 ºC 
in order to avoid the growth of bacteria and ensure the best possible 
quality of domestic hot water. 

Neither the inside of the tank, made of stainless steel, nor the coil 
inside, will affect the quality of the DHW at any time.

1919
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CTP-10
optional

Fancoils – the perfect complement for Thermira that provides the 
best temperature all year round 

NEW THERMIRA FANCOIL UNITS

EXAMPLES OF THERMIRA HEAT PUMP INSTALLATIONS

Fancoil units are the perfect complement for Thermira if you do not have a previous underfloor 
heating  installation. The design and technology of the coils means you can enjoy air conditioning 
in the summer and central heating in the winter.

üü Thermira fan coils can be installed on the floor or on the ceiling.

üü The design is compact and modern.

üü The noise level is low so that they can be installed in bedrooms. 

üü They have a washable filter for appropriate maintenance and domestic hygiene. 

üü They include a wireless remote control unit. 

Control technology just a touch away
Five operation modes: Auto, Cool, Dry, Fan and Heat

Thanks to the 3-speed ventilator you can enjoy the best comfort adapted to your own needs. 

You can also decide on the air flow direction by selecting whichever one suits you best at any time. 

On and off programming function. 

Includes extras like the “Turbo Function” so you can get to the desired temperature much quicker and the “Sleep Function” to increase 
night-time comfort.

There are various different installations 
in homes and commercial spaces. We 
would like to show you some examples 
of our installations with the different 
products and models in the Thermira 
range.
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Cooling and heating underfloor installation with DHW tank for Thermira or 
Thermira Plus models

Cooling and heating underfloor installation for Thermira or Thermira Plus models

Notes:
1. In this case it must be installed a three-way valve (not included) that must fulfill what is specified in the installation and user manual.
2. DHW tank should include support heating elements for cooler days.

Notes:
1. The thermostat must fulfill what is specified in the installation and user manual.
2. A by-pass valve must be installed in the collector to ensure sufficient water flow.

Service valve By-pass valve (not included)Ambience thermostat (not included)T B

Heating output Heating return

Underfloor

B

External
Unit

Internal
Unit

T

Heating element

Underfloor

DHW tank

Service valve By-pass valve (not included)Ambience thermostat (not included)

Heating output Heating returnThree way valve (not included)

External
Unit

Internal 
Unit
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Connection of DHW tank with cooling and heating underfloor installation and 
radiators or fancoil for Thermira and Thermira Plus models

Notes:
1. In this case it must be installed a three-way valve (not included) that must fulfill what is specified in the installation and user manual.
2. DHW tank should include support heating elements for cooler days.
3. You have to install a two-way valve to prevent condensation during cold mode.

External
Unit

Internal 
Unit

Underfloor Radiator

DHW tank

Heating element

Fancoil units

Service valve Ambience thermostat (not included) By-pass valve (not included)

Three way valve (not included) Two way valve (not included)

Heating output Heating return
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Cooling and heating underfloor installation, radiators or fancoil, with DHW tank 
for Thermira Monobloc models

Cooling and heating underfloor installation, radiators or fancoil, with DHW tank 
with solar panel support for Thermira Monobloc models

Underfloor

Radiator

DHW tank

Fancoil units

Hot water

Heating element Cold water

By-pass valve (not included) Control cable

Heating output Heating return

Two way valve (not included) Three way valve (not included)Ambience thermostat (not included)

Underfloor

Radiator

DHW tank

Fancoil units

Hot water

Heating element Cold water

Ambience thermostat (not included)

By-pass valve (not included) Control cable

Heating output Heating return

Two way valve (not included) Three way valve (not included)

Notes:
1. In this case it must be installed a three-way valve (not included) that must fulfill what is specified in the installation and user manual.
2. DHW tank should include support heating elements for cooler days.

Notes:
1. In this case it must be installed a three-way valve (not included) that must fulfill what is specified in the installation and user manual.
2. DHW tank should include support heating elements for cooler days.
3. You have to install a two-way valve to prevent condensation during cold mode.
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Thermira Plus 14kW three-phase models

Thermira 6, 8 and 10 models

Thermira and Thermira Plus Models

Thermira 12, 14 and 16 models

INDOOR UNIT DIMENSIONS

THERMIRA OUTDOOR UNITS DIMENSIONS

THERMIRA PLUS OUTDOOR UNIT
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THERMIRA MONOBLOC DIMENSIONS

THERMIRA FANCOILS TECHNICAL DETAILS
MODELS FG-34CM FG-68CM

Air flow volume

High m3/h 400 680
Medium m3/h 292 450

Low m3/h 250 430

Capacity
Cooling W 2000 3600
Heating W 5000 8500

Voltage 220-240V~ 220-240V~

Input W 36 72

Exterior static pressure Pa 0 0

Water system
Water flow volume L/m 7.50 9.60

Pressure drop kPa 16.5 10

Sound pressure level dB(A) 37 45

Connection pipe size
Water inlet & outlet inch 3/4 3/4

Condensing water drain inch 3/4 3/4

Dimensions

Length mm 840 840
Depth mm 238 238
Height mm 695 695

Net weight kg 26 27

Gross weight kg 33 34

Wireless remote controller ü ü

Thermira Monobloc 10kW model Thermira Monobloc 14kW model

1390
412

36
1

38
8

89
0

367

34
0

1390

14
30

Notes:
The water working temperature is from 7ºC to 60ºC.
The temperature exchange efficiency and enthalpy exchange efficiency are tested under these testing conditions as below:
- Cooling efficiency: air 27ºC DB, 19ºC WB, water temperature in 7ºC and water out 12ºC.
- Heating efficiency: air 20ºC DB, water temperature in 60ºC and water out 70ºC.
- The operating water pressure of the models above is no more than 0.25MPa.
- The airflow volume is tested when the ESP is 0 Pa.
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THERMIRA, THERMIRA PLUS AND MONOBLOC TECHNICAL DATA
OUTDOOR UNIT "All in one"

THERMIRA  
6M

THERMIRA  
8M

THERMIRA 
10M

THERMIRA 
12M

THERMIRA 
14M

THERMIRA 
16M

THERMIRA 
14T

THERMIRA 
16T

THERMIRA 
PLUS 
14T

THERMIRA 
MONOBLOC 

10M

THERMIRA 
MONOBLOC 

14T

MODELS THG-06BME THG-08CME THG-10CME THG-12BME THG-14BME THG-16CME THG-14BTE THG-16CTE THGP-14CTE THGM-10CM THGM-14CT

Heating capacity 
(underfloor heating) kW 6.2 8.0 10 12 14 15.5 14 15.5 14 9.5 14.20

Heating power input 
(floor heating) kW 1.43 1.78 2.27 2.80 3.30 3.75 3.41 3.82 3.33 2.20 3.35

COP W/W 4.35 4.50 4.40 4.30 4.20 4.10 4.10 4.05 4.20 4.32 4.24

Cooling capacity 
(underfloor cooling) kW 5.80 7.8 8.20 12.5 13.5 14.5 14.5 15 14 9.8 14.50

Cooling power input 
(floor cooling) kW 1.53 1.95 2.10 3.0 3.40 3.80 4.03 4.23 3.68 2.50 3.70

EER W/W 3.80 4.00 3.90 4.20 4.00 3.20 3.60 3.55 3.80 3.92 3.92

Heating capacity (fancoil 
or radiators) kW 5.40 7.60 9.50 11.50 12.50 14.5 13 14 12.80 9.5 13

Heating power input 
(fancoil o radiators) kW 1.74 2.20 2.90 3.40 3.80 4.50 3.94 4.38 3.56 2.69 3.60

COP W/W 3.10 3.40 3.30 3.40 3.30 3.20 3.30 3.20 3.60 3.53 3.61

Fancoil cooling capacity kW 4.20 6.30 7.20 8.50 9.0 9.70 10.50 11 10 7.4 10.30

Fancoil cooling power 
input kW 1.56 2.30 2.80 2.75 3.00 3.30 3.62 3.86 3.22 2.38 3.30

EER W/W 2.70 2.70 2.60 3.10 3.00 2.90 2.90 2.85 3.11 3.11 3.12

Refrigerant charge 
volume R410A kg 1.7 2.3 2.3 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 5.3 3.5 4.0

Heating sound pressure 
level dB(A) 56 56 56 58 58 58 57 57 57 53 54

Cooling sound pressure 
level dB(A) 56 56 56 58 58 58 57 57 57 53 54

Gas connecting pipe 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” 5/8” Not apply Not apply

Liquid connecting pipe  3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” 3/8” Not apply Not apply

Net weight kg 80 80 80 107 107 107 114 114 126 148 200

* Capacities and power inputs are based on the following conditions:
- Heating conditions for floor heating; indoor water temperature 30 ºC / 35 ºC; outdoor air temperature 7 ºC (Dry Bulb)/6 ºC (Wet Bulb).  
- Cooling conditions for floor heating; indoor water temperature 23 ºC / 18 ºC; outdoor air temperature 35 ºC (DB)/24 ºC (WB). 
- Heating conditions for fancoil or radiator; indoor water temperature 40ºC / 45ºC; outdoor air temperature 7ºC (Dry Bulb / 6ºC (Wet Bulb).
- Cooling conditions for fancoil or radiator; indoor water temperature  12ºC / 7ºC; outdoor air temperature 35ºC (DB) / 24ºC (WB).
- Lenght of pipe 7,5 m.  
- Maximum distance between indoor and outdoor units, 30 m.  
- Maximum height gap between indoor and outdoor units, 15 m.

INDOOR UNIT "All in one"  
(only outdoor unit)

THERMIRA   
6M

THERMIRA   
8M

THERMIRA 
10M

THERMIRA 
12M

THERMIRA 
14M

THERMIRA 
16M

THERMIRA   
14T

THERMIRA  
16T

THERMIRA 
PLUS 14T

THERMIRA  
MONOBLOC 

10M

THERMIRA  
MONOBLOC 

14T

MODELS THG-06BMI THG-08CMI THG-10CMI THG-12BMI THG-14BMI THG-16CMI THG-14BTI THG-16CTI THGP-14CTI THGM-10CM THGM-14CT

Voltage 230 V~ 230 V~ 230 V~ 230 V~ 230 V~ 230 V~ 3 X 400 V~ 3 X 400 V~ 3 X 400 V~ 230 V~ 3 X 400 V~

Outflow water 
temperature

(Heating floor)

Heating ºC 25-45 (Low temperature cicle)

Cooling ºC 18-25

Outflow water 
temperature

(Fancoils or 
radiators)

Heating ºC 25-55 (High temperature cicle) 25-61 25-61 25-61

Cooling ºC 7-25

Pump Water flow 
limit L/min. 12

Electric heater capacity kW 3 3+3 3+3 3+3 3+3 3+3 6 6 6 3+3 3+3

Sound pressure level dB(A) 31 Not apply Not apply

Net weight kg 56 56 56 57 57 57 58 58 58 Not apply Not apply

THERMIRA WATER TANK DATA SHEET
MODEL Water tank volume Power input Connections pipe Dimensions Net weight

MTG200 200 L 3000W Cold water inlet Hot water outlet Circulation water inlet Circulation water outlet 540 x 1595 mm 71 kg

½” ½” ¾” ¾”
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REFERENCES MODELS

 THERMIRA 6M KIT  THG06BM

96200600 THG-06BME EXT.

96200605 THG-06BMI INT.

 THERMIRA 8M KIT  THG08CM

96220800 THG-08CME EXT.

96220805 THG-08CMI INT.

 THERMIRA 10M KIT  THG10CM

96221000 THG-10CME EXT.

96221005 THG-10CMI INT.

THERMIRA 12M KIT  THG12BM

96201200 THG-12BME EXT.

96201205 THG-12BMI INT.

THERMIRA 14M KIT  THG14BM

96201400 THG-14BME EXT.

96201405 THG-14BMI INT.

 THERMIRA 16M KIT  THG16CM

96221600 THG-16CME EXT.

96221605 THG-16CMI INT.

 THERMIRA 14T three-phase KIT  THG14BT

96211400 THG-14BTE EXT.

96211405 THG-14BTI INT.

THERMIRA 16T three-phase KIT  THG16CT

96231600 THG-16CTE EXT.

96231605 THG-16CTI INT.

THERMIRA PLUS
THGPLUS 14T three-phase KIT-THGP14CT

96231410 THGP-14CTE EXT.

96231415 THG-14CTI INT.

THERMIRA MONOBLOC 
96221010 THGM-10CM

96221415 THGM-14CT

DHW Tank
96200200 MTG-200

FANCOILS
96222000 FG-34CM

96224000 FG-68CM

WIRED DIGITAL PROGRAMMABLE  
ROOM THERMOSTAT

90000020 CTP10

THERMIRA MODELS REFERENCES
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